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Abstract

Prediction of program dynamic behaviors is fundamental

to program optimizations, resource management, and archi-

tecture reconfigurations. Most existing predictors are based

on locality of program behaviors, subject to some inherent

limitations. In this paper, we revisit the design philosophy

and systematically explore a second source of clues: statisti-

cal correlations between the behavior sequences of differ-

ent program entities. Concentrated on loops, we examine

the correlations’ existence, strength, and values in enhanc-

ing the design of program behavior predictors. We create

the first taxonomy of program behavior sequence patterns.

We develop a new form of predictors, named sequence pre-

dictors, to effectively translate the correlations into large-

scope, proactive predictions of program behavior sequences.

We demonstrate the usefulness of the prediction in dynamic

version selection and loop importance estimation, showing

19% average speedup on a number of real-world utility ap-

plications. By taking scope and timing of behavior predic-

tion as the first-order design objectives, the new approach

overcomes limitations of existing program behavior predic-

tors, opening up many new opportunities for runtime opti-

mizations at various layers of computing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming

Languages]: Processors—optimization,compilers

General Terms Languages, Performance
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1. Introduction

Effective prediction of program dynamic behaviors—such

as, loop trip-counts, function calling frequencies, dynamic

dependences—has been long considered fundamental for

program optimizations, resource management, and architec-

ture reconfigurations (e.g., voltage scaling.) Its importance

is underlined by the advents of multicore and cloud comput-

ing, which critically rely on behavior prediction for adapt-

ing to their complex process interplays, resource provision,

and power management. Many kinds of behavior predictors

have been implemented, in both hardware and software. Ex-

amples include last value predictors [3, 10, 20], stride pre-

dictors [10, 22], finite context predictors [11, 22], parameter

stride [15], and memorization [21].

Despite design differences, all these existing predictors

are essentially based on a common philosophy: to exploit

the locality of the target behavior. A last value predictor,

for instance, uses the return value of the previous invocation

of a function as the predicted value of the current invoca-

tion [20]—what it exploits is the value locality (i.e., adja-

cent invocations share the same return values) of the target

function. A stride predictor, on the other hand, exploits pat-

tern locality by assuming that the return value changes by

the same amount as it does in the previous invocation of the

function [22]. Locality exploitation has been the essence of

almost all runtime predictors.

The key observation in this work is that the locality-

centric philosophy is powerful but incomplete. We use dy-

namic code version selection to illustrate its limitations. In

this type of optimization, the runtime optimizer, at each in-

vocation of a function, predicts which of several versions of

the function that have different optimizations applied will

work the best in this upcoming invocation [8]. A locality-

based predictor, for its reliance on recent invocations of the
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Figure 1. Speedups brought by dynamic version selection

(details in Section 3.1.)

function as the clue for its prediction, faces two challeng-

ing scenarios. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the first. The function

cluster in the program consumes more than 20% of the to-

tal execution time of a data mining program DataMine, but

is invoked only once in each run. For lack of recent invo-

cations, locality-based predictors are inapplicable1. The sec-

ond scenario is when locality is missing, illustrated in Fig-

ure 2 (b). The graph shows the sequence of the best versions

for 20 invocations of function prepare to parse() in one run

of an English parsing tool Parser in SPEC CPU bench-

mark suites [14]. The randomness causes locality-based pre-

dictors to fail—the highest prediction accuracy is 33% in

all locality-based predictors we have tried (detailed in Sec-

tion 3.1.) The limitations throttle the power of dynamic op-

timizations significantly, as shown by the gaps between the

“locality-based” and “optimal” speedup bars of six utility

applications in Figure 1.

At a deeper level, the two examples reflect two inher-

ent limiting properties that the locality-centric philosophy

brings to existing predictors. The first is reactivity: Locality-

based predictors are reactive to recent invocations of a func-

tion and hence fails in the first scenario, where no prior invo-

cations exist. The second is a small prediction scope: Lo-

cality often weakens when the scope of prediction increases,

because the more code the scope covers, the larger the be-

havior variety usually is. At the scope of the function in the

Parser example, the locality is so weak that the predictors

fail to work.

In this study, we advocate a new paradigm for predictor

construction, the principle of which is to use inter-sequence

correlations to complement locality to address the limita-

tions of existing predictors.

Inter-sequence correlations are defined as statistical cor-

relations among behavior sequences of different program

constructs. A program construct here refers to a program

component, such as a loop, function, statement. The behav-

iors of two constructs have a strong inter-sequence correla-

1 The discussion here concentrates on runtime predictors, which are more

broadly adopted than the alternative, offline profiling-based predictors due

to input-sensitivity as Section 3.2 will show.

tion if their sequences show some statistical correlations—

that is, the sequences of one construct vary in a way not ex-

pected on the basis of chance alone but related with the se-

quences of the other construct. A simple example is that loop

L2 always iterates more or less quadratically as much as loop

L9 does. While such correlations sometimes arise from data

flows, they are of a statistical property beyond data flows.

Some may not correspond to a data flow at all and some may

appear nondeterministic. But nonetheless, they hold statisti-

cally (i.e., with a large probability) across instances of the

constructs, as well as across executions of the program.

Figure 3 shows an example. The shown “while” and “for”

loops reside in two separate functions in Parser, which try

to find respectively an underscore and a decimal point from

a string. Both functions are invoked many times on differ-

ent strings in one run of the program. The two graphs show

the trip-counts or numbers of iterations of the two loops in

an execution. Visually, we see large similarity between the

graphs. Quantitatively, in most cases, the two loops have the

same trip-counts in their corresponding invocations, despite

that they are invoked far from each other and no clear data

flows exist between them. Manual analysis uncovers the rea-

son for the correlation: Most input strings have no under-

scores, while at the same time decimal points often show up

only at the end of a sentence (as periods.) So the trip-counts

of both loops tend to equal the string length.

Correlations have been observed before (e.g., [16]). An

example is the use of correlations among branches for

branch prediction [27]. The target of such analysis and pre-

diction has been individual instances (e.g., which branch the

next instance of a conditional instruction will take), rather

than behavior sequences (e.g., what the trip-count sequence

of a loop will look like in a run.) Focusing on behavior

sequences gives large scope and proactivity for behavior

prediction, critical for overcoming the limitations of prior

locality-centric predictors. It distinguishes the goal of this

current work from those of prior studies on behavior corre-

lations.

That focus is also the source of many new challenges. As

illustrated by the trip-count sequences in Figure 3, a behavior

sequence typically consists of either categorical or numeri-

cal behaviors manifested by hundreds or millions of consec-

utive instances of a program construct. Because different in-

stances may be subject to different contexts, instances in one

sequence may show dramatically different behavior values.

Generally, when the target of consideration moves from a

single instance to a sequence, significant complexity and pat-

tern variety arise, as illustrated by the sequences in Figure 3

and more sequences in Figure 5. Many questions follow, in-

cluding whether inter-sequence correlations exist broadly in

a program, how to deal with intra- and inter-sequence be-

havior variations, how to detect inter-sequence correlations,

and how to use them for large-scope behavior prediction and

dynamic optimizations.



... ...
// clustering
CG = cluster(); 
for each group g of CG
  for each customer c in g
     if  c.subTime>12 then
       loadActivity (c);
...  ...
// processing
... ...
for each group g of CG
  process (bUseGPU, g); 
... ... 
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Figure 2. (a) Skeleton of a data mining program, DataMine, with an important function cluster() invoked once only. (b) Best

versions of function prepare to parse() in Parser.

int contains_underbar(char * s) {

    /*  finding an underscore */

    while(*s != '\0') {

        if (*s == '_') return TRUE;

        s++;

    }}                                                 

Loop 1: 

int numberfy(char * s){

    /* finding a decimal point */   

    for (; (*s != '\0') && (*s != '.'); s++)

     ...

}

Loop 2: 
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Figure 3. Trip-count sequences of two loops in Parser.

This paper describes our investigation into these open

problems. We first examine the existence of inter-sequence

correlations in large scopes by measuring hundreds of pro-

gram executions, billions of invocations to thousands of

loops, and a large variety of patterns and code span. The

measurement reveals not only the broad existence of correla-

tions among program behavior sequences, but also produces

the first taxonomy of program behavior sequence patterns,

and uncovers some important properties of them.

We then analyze the complexities for detecting inter-

sequence correlations and capitalization of them for program

behavior prediction and optimizations. The investigation

leads to a new type of runtime behavior prediction, named

behavior sequence prediction, which, by complementing lo-

cality with correlations, addresses the limitations of existing

predictors in both prediction timing and scope. For the prob-

lem in Figure 2 (a), for instance, it detects that a loop in the

loadData function correlates with some major loops in func-

tion cluster in the DataMine program; the correlation makes

it possible to replace the reactivity of prior predictions with

proactivity, predicting the behavior of cluster from load-

Data even before cluster is ever invoked in this execution.

For the Parser in Figure 2 (b), it finds that a loop in function

maxcost of sentence() correlates with the loops in function

prepare to parse(); using the correlation, it is able to over-

come the randomness large-scoped behaviors often exhibit

and predict the best versions of prepare to parse() at most of

its invocations. As shown in the third bar group of Figure 1,

the speedup almost doubles for a majority of the programs,

equal or close to the optimal.



In summary, this work makes four-fold major contribu-

tions:

• It unveils the broad existence and some important prop-

erties of inter-sequence correlations.

• It creates the first taxonomy of program behavior se-

quence patterns.

• It proposes a new approach, behavior sequence predic-

tion, that systematically exploits inter-sequence correla-

tions for large-scoped program behavior prediction.

• By taking scope and proactivity as the first-order design

objectives, the new approach overcomes limitations of

existing predictors. It yields 19% speedup through func-

tion version selection and opens up many new opportu-

nities for runtime optimizations at various layers of com-

puting.

In the rest of this paper, we first examine the existence

of inter-construct correlations and introduce a sequence pre-

dictor to translate the correlations into predicted program be-

haviors (Secton 2.) We then explores the uses in program op-

timizations (Section 3.) After a review on related work, we

conclude the paper with a short summary.

2. Inter-Sequence Correlations and Sequence

Predictor

In this section, we examine how broadly inter-sequence cor-

relations exist and how they can be captured and formulated.

Along the way, we develop a sequence predictor to system-

atically translate the correlations into predicted program be-

haviors. The predictor is used for assessing the strength of

correlations, but has a much broader usage as Section 3 will

show.

2.1 Methodology for Data Collection

Our measurement focuses on loops, the most important con-

structs in many programs. We add a pass in LLVM [19]

to do instrumentation. The current framework works for C

programs only. What we collect are the loop trip-count se-

quences of all C programs in SPEC CPU2006. Our measure-

ment covers more than two hundred runs of eleven C pro-

grams with billions of invocations of thousands of loops. The

program, lbm, is not included because all but one of its loops

have constant trip-counts. We did not include perlbench be-

cause we have difficulties in making extra inputs work for

it. Four programs in the benchmark suite, gromacs, cactu-

sADM, calculix, wrf, are claimed as C programs, but contain

Fortran components, and are hence not supported. We addi-

tionally include a SPEC CPU2000 program, parser, because

this study started with it. Table 1 lists all used programs,

along with the numbers of non-trivial loops—that is, those

that have more than five instances in any run, and whose

trip-count is not a constant. The machine we use is equipped

with Intel Xeon E5310 processors, running Linux 2.6.22.

Table 1. Benchmarks and pattern distributions
Prog. time # of Pattern Distribution

var. loops C1 C2.1 C2.2 C3.1 C3.2 C3.3

milc 40x 124 0.72 0 0.25 0.02 0.01 0

gobmk 9x 590 0.02 0.02 0 0.41 0.5 0.05

hmmer 39x 68 0.64 0 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.08

sjeng 58x 92 0 0.07 0 0.14 0.43 0.36

h264ref 81x 371 0.84 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.02

sphinx3 4x 299 0.59 0.02 0.1 0.08 0.04 0.17

bzip2 16x 174 0.5 0 0.03 0.26 0.09 0.12

gcc 11x 1884 0.14 0.03 0 0.64 0.08 0.11

libqu-
antum 117x 40 0.63 0.04 0 0.25 0 0.08

mcf 25x 37 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.19 0.06 0.5

parser 8x 399 0.1 0.04 0.02 0.16 0.24 0.44

As a statistical approach, the sequence prediction requires

a number of runs on different inputs per program to observe

statistic properties. We hence collect some extra inputs based

on our understanding of the typical usage of the program,

learned through reading the source code, document, and

default inputs. We finally have 20 inputs for each program,

which stimulate different behaviors. The second column in

Table 1 reports the ratios between the running times of the

longest and shortest executions of the programs, reflecting

the large differences in the input set.

2.2 Observations on Behavior Sequences

For understanding inter-sequence correlations, the first step

is to understand behavior sequences themselves. This sub-

section reports four important properties of behavior se-

quences we observe from the 78,340 trip-count sequences

we collected. Among these properties, two form obstacles

for sequence prediction, while the other two reveal some op-

portunities.

Intra-Run Value Variation Due to the influence of invo-

cation contexts, most sequences exhibit certain value vari-

ations. Of the 78,340 sequences, only 34% have a single

value throughout the sequence. On average, the maximum

trip-count in a sequence is 3620 times larger than the mini-

mum.

Inter-Run Value Variation Most loops exhibit variations

in the sequence values and lengths across different runs

of the program. Of all 4078 loops, only 4% are counter-

examples. On average, across the 20 runs of a program,

a loop shows 6710% changes in the sequence length and

764% changes in the sequence mean value.

These two types of variations complicate the analysis

of statistical correlations among the sequences, and form

barriers for sequence prediction. But we also observe two

favorable features of the sequences.

Behavior Sequence Taxonomy After manually examining

a large number of sequences, we observe that although the

sequences vary much, many of them fall into one of a hand-

ful categories in terms of the overall shape or pattern. It
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Figure 4. The taxonomy of program behavior sequences.

sheds an insight for using a divide-and-conquer strategy to

tackle the sequence complexities: If we can categorize se-

quences into a handful classes, we may be able to design

customized abstracts and solutions for each category.

After going through the sequences, we create a hierarchi-

cal taxonomy of program behavior sequences, as shown in

Figure 4 and illustrated in Figure 5.

The design of the taxonomy is based on the complexity

of the sequences (with predictability in mind.) There are

three top classes in the taxonomy. A sequence belongs to

class C1 if it can be modeled with a single primary pattern.

The type of the primary pattern then puts the sequence into

C1.x, where x can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, corresponding to the five

types of primary patterns we concern in this work: constant,

logarithm, square root, linear, and square relations with the

occurrence number of a behavior instance. These five kinds

of relations cover most of the patterns we have observed.

Figure 5 (a) exemplifies a loop trip-count sequence of a

linear pattern. For a sequence in C1, predicted values of the

parameters of its primary pattern are enough for predicting

the whole sequence.

A sequence belongs to class C2 if the sequence consists

of multiple phases. Depending on whether the phases are

repetitive, C2 is further divided into C2.1 and C2.2.

For a sequence with non-repetitive phases (C2.1), if ev-

ery phase of it belongs to some class in C1, the sequence is

essentially a combination of multiple C1 sub-sequences and

can be hence represented by a series of parameters of the cor-

responding primary patterns. Such sequences form the sub-

class C2.1.1, exemplified by Figure 5 (b). Other sequences

in C2.1 constitute C2.1.2, exemplified by Figure 5 (c). The

modeling and prediction of C2.1.2 are similar to C3, dis-

cussed later in this section.

A sequence with repetitive phases (C2.2) can be easily

predicted once its values in the first phase are known. Based

on the patterns of its first phase, it can be further classified

into three sub-classes. It falls into C2.2.1 if its first phase

belongs to C1, exemplified by Figure 5 (d). In this case, that

phase can be modeled as a sequence in C1. The sequence

falls into the second sub-class, C2.2.2, if its first phase

can be modeled as a sequence in C2.1.1—that is, its first

phase itself contains multiple non-repetitive sub-phases and

each of them is in a primary pattern. The first phase can be

then modeled as a C2.1.1 sequence. Figure 5 (e) shows an

example of C2.2.2. The C2.2.3 class consists of all C2.2
sequences that belong to neither C2.2.1.

The class C3 subsumes all sequences that cannot fit into

either C1 or C2. These sequences usually show extreme ir-

regularity. They cannot be modeled with a primary pattern,

a combination of patterns, or phases. However, for some

of them, their corresponding program constructs happen to

have one or more partners in the program; here, a partner of

a program construct refers to another construct in the pro-

gram whose sequences always show high similarity with

those of this construct. For instance, the two loops in Fig-

ure 3 are partners of each other. These sequences form a sub-

class C3.1. They can be predicted from one to another, de-

spite their irregularities. Some other sequences have several

(e.g. less than 8) dominant values, as exemplified by Figure 5

(f). Although the time order in which these values occur ap-

pears random, knowing these dominant values may be still

helpful in certain scenarios. They form the class C3.2. The

other sequences in C3 constitute C3.3, which are consid-

ered as unmanageable in this work. Figure 5 (g) shows such

an example.

The sequences collected in our experiment can be well

mapped into the taxonomy. The seven rightmost columns in

Table 1 show the distribution of the loop sequences among

the classes. Such categorization lays the foundation for

studying inter-sequence correlations, as the following sec-

tions will show.

Cross-Run Stableness of Patterns The last but not least

property of the behavior sequences we observe is that while

the sequences of a program construct may vary much across

different runs in value and length, but not in shape or pat-

tern. Figure 6 shows the five sequences of three loops in

three programs. The sequences of different loops show large

differences in shape. However, they all clearly exhibit cer-

tain shape stableness in the sense that the sequences in dif-

ferent runs appear to have similar shapes and patterns, even

though the differences in the program inputs cause consid-

erable variations in the sequence length and height of the

curves. These loops are not exceptions. We say that a loop

is a stable loop if all its sequences fall into a single category

other than the unmanageable category C3.3 in the taxonomy.

Of all the 11 programs, seven have more than 88% of their

loops being stable. Sphinx3 has 83% stable loops, and the

rest all have more than 50% stable loops (64% for sjeng,

56% for mcf, and 50% for parser.) A detailed analysis shows

that the main reason for the relatively low percentage of the

three programs is not unstableness across runs but the irregu-

larity of the sequences. Recall all loops in C3.3 are irregular.

They are all automatically labeled as non-stable loops, even

though stableness can often be seen in these loops: All their

sequences tend to be irregular in all runs.
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Figure 5. Sequence categories (given in Figure 4) and some examples that appear in the collected loop trip-count sequences

of the programs (names in brackets) listed in Table 1.
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(c) A loop in mcf (line 52 of pstart.c)

Figure 6. Trip-count sequences in five different runs.

The cross-run stableness reinforces the divide-and-conquer

idea for addressing sequence complexity, in the sense that if

we treat program constructs category by category, we need

not worry about the cases that a construct may belong to dif-

ferent categories in different runs. Moreover, the cross-run

stableness suggests the promise of using offline training for

construct classification and correlation analysis.

2.3 Measuring Inter-Sequence Correlations

After achieving some understanding of behavior sequences,

we are ready to examine the correlations among the se-

quences. One option for measuring the sequence correlations

between two constructs is to compute the standard correla-

tion coefficients between the behavior sequences of the two

constructs. It cannot meet our needs because these coeffi-

cients capture only certain kinds of relationships (e.g., linear

relationship by Pearson’s coefficient or monotonic relation-

ship by Spearman’s coefficient) between the two construct’s

behaviors. Recall that the main purpose of studying the cor-

relation is to enhance behavior prediction, useful relation-

ships for which are apparently not only linear ones.

Considering the ultimate usage, we choose to use predic-

tive capability to measure the strength of correlations. Con-

struct A strongly correlates with construct B if A’s behavior



sequences, although showing certain variations, can be ac-

curately predicted from B’s behavior sequences. If the pre-

diction accuracy of construct A’s sequences is higher from

construct B than from construct C, we say A has a stronger

correlation with B than with C.

This metric suggests that a predictor needs to be built be-

tween construct sequences to get the prediction accuracy,

and the better the predictor is, the closer the obtained ac-

curacy reflects the strength of the correlation. Creating the

best predictor is difficult if ever possible. But an important

insight is that because the best predictor gets no worse ac-

curacy than a non-perfect predictor, a positive conclusion on

the existence of a correlation by a non-perfect predictor must

be correct. Driven by this insight, we develop the following

correlation-based predictor.

2.4 Sequence Predictor

We name the predictor a sequence predictor because its out-

put is a behavior sequence rather than the value of the next

instance as most existing predictors output. The much larger

scope of prediction is a result of its exploitation of inter-

sequence correlations. Although the predictor is designed for

examining the existence of inter-sequence correlations, it has

a much broader usage as Section 3 will show.

The design of the predictor is based on the taxonomy and

cross-run pattern stableness presented in Section 2.2. As Fig-

ure 7 shows, the predictor is built by offline training and is

used for online prediction. The offline training is a synergy

of intra-sequence pattern recognition and inter-sequence cor-

relation analysis. It happens on the sequences collected on

many training runs. It first recognizes the sequence pattern

of a loop, and represents its sequences with a few pattern

parameters (Section 2.4.1.) Working on the concise repre-

sentation, it then uses statistical analysis to find the con-

structs related with one another, and builds predictive models

among them (Section 2.4.2.) The models lead to large-scope

sequence predictions during run time (Section 2.4.3.)

2.4.1 Pattern Recognition

The goal of this step is to categorize a construct into one

of the classes in the pattern taxonomy, and then represent

each sequence with a feature tuple. The tuple contains the

class number of the construct and its corresponding pattern

parameters. We start by explaining the concept of feature

tuples.

Feature Tuples A feature tuple offers a way to concisely

represent a sequence. It contains all important characteristics

of a sequence such that from it, the sequence can be regener-

ated easily (with few exceptions.) Every non-C3.3 sequence

can be represented by a feature tuple: (c, ~p), where, c is the

number of the leaf class in the taxonomy tree that the se-

quence belongs to, and ~p is the pattern vector, consisting of

the parameters of the pattern of that class. Table 2 summa-

rizes the format of the pattern vectors of each major class,

where, f(n) is one of the primary patterns listed in category

C1, {0, logn, n0.5, n, n2}, and n is the instance number. For

example, the pattern vectors for the sequence in Figure 5 (a)

is (17, 0, 1), where, according to the second column in Ta-

ble 2, 17 corresponds to the length of the sequence, and the

other two elements come from the pattern of the sequence,

trip count = number of invocation. Apparently, with such a

vector, we can easily regenerate the entire sequence. In the

same vein, the pattern vector for the sequence in Figure 5 (b)

is computed as (9, 1.4, 32, -1, 20, 1.1, 22, 0), where the first

four elements correspond to the first phase in the sequence

with the second number, 1.4, indicating that the phase is in

subclass C1.4 having a linear pattern; the other elements cor-

respond to the second phase, which has a constant pattern.

Recognition Algorithm Figure 8 presents the algorithm

for determining feature tuple, (c, ~p). Each iteration of the

outer loop of the function seqClassify processes one con-

struct. It first calls seqClassify to classify each sequence

of the construct, and then checks whether all sequences of

a loop belong to a single class other than C3 (by invoking

the function hasDiffClass()). If so, it has finished processing

that construct. Otherwise, it checks whether the construct be-

longs to C3.1 by trying to find a partner of it through com-

parisons between its sequences and the sequences of other

loops whose IDs are smaller than this loop’s. (Loop IDs are

given in order of their first invocations in a typical run; obser-

vations on a loop with a lower ID may be hence used to help

predict the behavior of a loop with a higher ID as shown in

Section 2.4.3.) If it finds a partner for a construct currently

labeled as C3.2, it relabels it to C3.1; we give C3.1 prece-

dence because the partnership usually gives better predic-

tion accuracy according to our experience. Other constructs

are labeled to C3.3.

We briefly explain how a sequence is classified by the

function seqClassify . The function first applies regression

to the sequence by invoking the curveFit function, which

uses the standard curve-fitting method [13] to try to fit the

sequence with each of the five primary patterns (i.e., the five

patterns in class C1.) If the fitting error of the best of the five

is smaller than a threshold (e.g., 10%), the sequence is con-

sidered as a sequence in the corresponding sub-class in C1,

and the fitting result is taken as its pattern vector. Otherwise,

seqClassify tries to see whether the sequence has repetitive

phases by invoking the function repPhaseTest. At a positive

answer, it further checks the patterns of the first phase to

determine which sub-class of C2.2 suites the sequence. At

a negative answer, it invokes the function phaseDet to deter-

mine whether the sequence consists of non-repetitive phases,

and identifies the patterns in each phase if so. Otherwise,

it checks whether the sequence contains several dominant

values through the function domValueDet, which simply ex-

amines whether the n most frequent values in the sequence

together cover over 99% of the sequence. If so, it labels the
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Figure 7. The three-step approach to enabling sequence prediction.

Table 2. Formats of pattern vectors

class C1.1–

C1.5

C2.1.1 C2.1.2 C2.2.1 C2.2.2 C2.2.3 C3.1 C3.2 C3.3

format (l, p1, p2) (l1, c1,

p11, p12,

l2, c2, p21,

p22, · · · )

- (l, n, c1,

p1, p2)

(l, n, l1,

c1, p11,

p12, l2, c2,

p21, p22,

· · · )

(l, n) (p) (l, v1, v2,

· · · )

-

note l: seq.

length;

p1 + p2 ∗
f(n).

li: length

of phase

i; ci: class

of phase i;
pi1 + pi2 ∗
f(n) for

phase i

- l: phase

length;

n: # of

phases;

c1: class

of phase

1; p1 +
p2 ∗ f(n)
for phase

1.

l: phase

length;

n: # of

phases;

ci: class

of phase i;
pi1 + pi2 ∗
f(n) for

phase i.

l: phase

length;

n: # of

phases.

p: partner

ID.

l: seq.

length;

vi: the

ith most

frequent

value.

-

Note: f(n) ∈ {0, logn, n0.5, n, n2}

sequence with C3.2. The proper value of n depends on the

use of the prediction. Our experiment sets it to seven.

The rightmost column of Figure 8 outlines the two phase-

detection algorithms. Unlike many existing algorithms [23,

24], the two algorithms distinguish the detections of repeti-

tive and non-repetitive phases. It is initially for the need of

sequence prediction, but later we find such distinction also

simplifies the detection problem.

The function repPhaseTest uses a simple but effective

approach we design to detect repetitive phases. Its basic

idea is that for a sequence consisting of K repetitions of

a phase, we should get k mutually similar segments if we

cut the sequence into k even-sized partitions as long as k
is an integer divider of K. The difficulty is to find a good

k value. An insight taken by the function is that checking

prime numbers suffices because any integer is the product

of a series of prime numbers. If all prime numbers below a

number (say m) are checked, it is guaranteed to cover all

possible values of K whose smallest prime divider is no

greater than m.

The function phaseDet is a simplified version of the

wavelet-based phase detection algorithm proposed by Shen

and others [23]. The second-level differentiation is equiva-

lent to a second-level Haar wavelets transformation. It helps

expose the drastic form changes in the sequence, which typ-

ically suggest phase boundaries (as illustrated by Figure 5

(e)).

2.4.2 Model Construction

After the sequences are represented with pattern vectors, the

second step for building sequence predictors is to construct

predictive models among the pattern vectors of different con-

structs. It uses a regression framework, working on the pat-

tern vectors of all the sequences in the training set. Figure 9

outlines the high-level algorithm. At the core is a function

“corRegress”, which conducts regression between X and y,

and reports the best model and regression error. The regres-

sion models it tries include the standard LMS for linear re-

lations and Regression Trees for non-linear relations—two

efficient models with broad applicability and interpretable

results [13].



// classify s to C1, C2.2, C2.1, C3.2, or others
function seqClassify_(s, &rst)
  // C1
  rst1 = curveFit(s);
  if (rst1.minErr < H1)
    rst.class = “C1.”+rst1.bestModel;
    rst.pv = getPatternVec(rst1);
    return;
  end if

  // C2.2
  rst2 = repPhaseTest(s);
  if (rst2.yes)
    rst3 = checkPhase1(s, rst2);
    rst.class = “C2.2.”+rst3.class;
    rst.pv = getPatternVec(rst2, rst3);
    return;
  end if

  // C2.1
  rst4 = phaseDet(s);
  if (rst4.yes)
    rst5 = modelEachPhase(s,rst4);
    rst.class = rst5.pure? “C2.1.1”:”C2.1.2”;
    rst.pv = getPatternVec(rst4, rst5);
    return;
  end if

  // C3.2
  rst5 = domValueDet(s);
  if (rst5.yes)
    rst.class = “C3.2”;
    rst.pv = rst5.values;
  end if
end

// inputs:
//   S: all sequences
//      S.nseq[i]: # of seq. of behavior i
//      S.seq[i]: set of seq. of behavior i
//   B: # of behaviors
// output: rst
//   rst[i][j].class: class of the jth seq. 
//                      of behavior i
//   rst[i][j].pv: pattern vector of the 
//                   jth seq. of behavior i

function seqClassify(S, B, &rst)
  for (i=0; i<B; i++)
    // classify each seq
    for (j=0; j<S.nseq[i]; j++)
      seqClassify_(S.seq[i][j], rst[i][j]);
    end for
        
    if (hasDiffClass(rst[i]) || 
        rst[i][0].class==”C3.2” ||
        rst[i][0].class==null)
      class3.add (i);
    end if
  end for

  // deal with class 3 behaviors
  for (i=0; i<class3.size; i++)
    b = class3.beh[i];
    for (j=0; j<i; j++)
      if (isPartner(S.seq[i], S.seq[j]))
        rst[b].class = “C3.1”;
        rst[b].pv = j;
     end if
    end for
    if (rst[b].class==null)
      rst[b].class = “C3.3”;
    end if
  end for
end

// test if s consists of repetitive phases
function repPhaseTest(s)
  rst.yes=0; rst.phN = 1;
  for (i=0; i<PR.size; i++)
    dif[i] = avg disparity among PR[i] 
               even-size partitions of s;
    rdif[i] = dif[i] normalized by mean
                value of partitions
  end for
��Q�!�½RH1MR�HMJ�
  if (dif[m]<H2 || rdif[m]<H3)
    rst.yes = 1;
    k = s.size/m;
    // recursively minimize  phase granularity
    rst1 = repPhaseTest(s[0:k-1]);
    rst.phN = m*rst1.phN;
  end if
  return rst;
end

// test if s consists of clear phases
function phaseDet(s)
  phaseN = 0;
  dif2 = second level differentiation of s
  m = mean(dif2);
  d = std(dif2);
  for (i=0; i<dif2.size; i++)
    if (dif2[i] > m+d)
      phaseBounds[phaseN] = i;
      phaseN++;
    end if
  end for
end

Figure 8. Algorithm for sequence pattern recognition.

// A: the training data set
for each construct b
  for each construct b’ that b’.id<b.id
    for each dimension d of b’s pattern vector
      Let y be a vector containing all values of d in A
      Let X be a matrix containing all pattern vectors of b’ in A
      Do regression:   corRegress(y, X, err, model);
      if (err < minErr) 
        minErr=err; b.partner[d]=b’; b.model[d]=model;
      end if

    end for

  end for

end for

Figure 9. Sequence correlation detection.

The regression error is calculated through 10-fold cross

validation [17]. It uses 90% of X and y for model construc-

tion and the remaining 10% for testing. It repeats this pro-

cess 10 times, with a different partition between the two sets

each time. The average error is taken as the regression error

for that model.

As shown in Figure 9, after this step, each construct

gets a list of predictive models, which each corresponds to

one element in its pattern vector. In addition, the construct

gets a list of partners. The ith partner is a construct whose

pattern vector strongly correlates with the ith dimension of

the pattern vector of the current construct.

2.4.3 Runtime Prediction

Using the constructed predictors for runtime prediction is

straightforward for most classes of sequences. For instance,

suppose the algorithm has recognized that a loop L1 is the

partner of another loop L2 in terms of their sequence corre-

lation. Let f() represent the predictive model mapping from

the pattern vectors of L1 to those of L2. In a new run, after

a number of invocations of L1, its sequence pattern vector is

computed from the observed iterations of those invocations.

Putting the vector into the predictive model f() then pro-

duces the pattern vector of L2. From that vector, the whole

sequence of L2’s behavior can be immediately generated.

The prediction exhibits a large scope and does not need to

wait for the target construct to occur in the current run, which

are appealing properties over locality-based predictors.



Some special treatment is needed during the sequence

prediction for classes C2.1.2, C2.2.3, C3.2, and C3.3 due

to their complexities. For sequences in class C2.2.3, the

prediction starts after the first phase finishes. Based on the

repetitiveness of the phase, the prediction is simply n − 1
copies of the first phase, where n is the number of phases,

predicted using the offline constructed predictive models.

For these sequences, the proactivity is not complete, but

usually high still.

For sequences in class C3.2, as the order in which the

dominant values appear is hard to determine, the dominant

values are predicted, but no sequences are generated. For se-

quences in class C2.1.2 or C3.3, no prediction is conducted.

From Table 1, we see that for most programs, only a small

portion of loops fall into those special classes.

The runtime prediction of pattern parameters is typically

lightweight, involving just the computation of a linear ex-

pression or a traverse of a several level regression tree. Com-

pared to many runtime optimizations (e.g., JIT compilation),

the overhead is negligible.

2.5 Prediction Accuracy: Confirming Existence of

Correlations

We apply the sequence predictor to the loop trip-count se-

quences of the programs mentioned in Section 2.1. A rea-

sonable accuracy will help confirm the existence of inter-

sequence correlations.

Before detailing the result, we explain the calculation of

the accuracy of a predicted sequence. One option is to com-

pare, from left to right, each pair of corresponding instances

in the predicted and true sequences. But if one instance is

missing in the predicted sequence, the misalignment may

make the following instances appear erroneous even if they

are correctly predicted. In practice, some difference in se-

quence length may not impair the use in optimization much.

We choose to use real sequence length during the genera-

tion of a predicted sequence, and present the accuracy of

sequence length prediction separately. Ten-fold cross vali-

dation is used so that testing runs differ from training runs.

Figure 10 (a) reports the average accuracies. The accu-

racy of a predicted sequence is defined as 1
n

∑n

i=1(1 −
|v′(i) − v(i)|/max(v′(i), v(i))), where n is the length of

the true sequence, and v(i) and v′(i) represent the values of

the i’th instance in the predicted and true sequences respec-

tively. The dominator ensures a 0-100% range. The first two

bars of each benchmark show the accuracy of the predicted

sequence length and pattern parameters. Most programs’ are

above 90% on both, including the largest software, gcc. The

program sjeng gives the lowest accuracy because of its large

number of branches and recursive function calls.

The third bar of each benchmark shows the accuracy of

predicted sequences. Most programs’ are above 85%; the

overall average is 91%. To put the result into context, we ap-

ply a pure locality-based predictor to predict the sequences.

It generates the sequence of a loop purely based on its earlier

invocations. The design maintains a prediction scope com-

parable with the sequence prediction for a fair comparison.

The accuracy is shown by the rightmost bar of each bench-

mark. On average, the accuracy is 76%, 15% lower than the

sequence predictor’s result.

Because we have 20 inputs for every benchmark and the

prediction accuracies on their corresponding runs are often

different from one another, it is worthwhile to examine the

distributions of the prediction accuracies. We show the dis-

tributions through boxplots in Figure 10 (b). In each boxplot,

the short line segments at its top and bottom show the accu-

racy range, and the middle square covers the medium 50%

of the accuracies. A large gap shows up between the two

boxplots of every benchmark. Statistical significance test (T-

test) gives all zero p-values, further confirming the consis-

tent, significantly better accuracies from sequence prediction

than from locality-based prediction, indicating the value of

the correlations exploited by the sequence predictor.

The prediction accuracy by the sequence predictor re-

flects the broad existence of inter-sequence correlations. But

two important questions remain open. Are the correlations

strong enough for actual uses in program optimizations? Is

the sequence predictor effective enough for translating the

correlations into what the optimizations need? We imple-

ment two uses to answer these questions, as described next.

3. Uses of Correlation-Based Sequence

Predictors

In this section, we first use dynamic function version se-

lection to demonstrate the usefulness of the correlation-

based prediction for optimizing some large applications. We

then show its uses for loop importance estimation on SPEC

CPU2006 benchmarks written in C. Section 4 will briefly

discuss uses in other contexts.

3.1 Dynamic Function Version Selection

Dynamic function version selection is a kind of runtime op-

timization. For a given function, multiple versions are gen-

erated during offline compilation. They perform well in dif-

ferent scenarios. Dynamic version selection predicts the best

version for an upcoming invocation of the function. This op-

timization is especially useful for utility programs whose in-

put consists of a sequence of different tasks, such as a com-

piler compiling many different functions, a parser parsing

many different sentences. These tasks stimulate different be-

haviors of the program, hence creating the needs for dynamic

version selection.

In our experiments, we use the feedback-driven compila-

tion of GCC to create three versions for the functions in each

of the benchmarks. The feedback-driven compilation uses

the profile of a training run of a program to reoptimize the

program. The three versions are the results of the feedback-

driven compilation when three different training runs on dif-

ferent inputs are used.
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Figure 10. Average accuracy (a) and statistical distributions

of the accuracies of the predicted sequences (b).

We use our correlation-based prediction to help dynamic

version selection. The idea is to take its predicted loop se-

quences as indications of the behaviors of the upcoming in-

vocation of a function. For example, there is a call to func-

tion foo in a utility program and this function contains five

loops. To apply dynamic version selection to that call, a call

to a version selection procedure is inserted before it. Using

the predictive models built offline, the procedure predicts

what trip-count sequences the five loops of foo will pro-

duce in the coming invocation. It then derives a 5-element

vector with each element corresponding to one loop, equal-

ing the sum of its predicted trip-count sequence. We call the

vector the predicted behavior signature of the coming call.

There is a behavior signature of foo prepared for each ver-

sion during the creation of the three versions. By comparing

the predicted behavior signature with them, the dynamic ver-

sion selection procedure selects the version whose signature

is closest to the predicted one. The closeness is defined by∑5
i=1 |v

′
i − vi|/(1 + v′i), where v′i and vi are the elements

of the predicted and reference signatures. The normalization

by (1 + v′i) reduces biases by the absolute trip-count values

(adding one avoids division by 0.)

We compare with two alternatives. The first is static

compilation at the highest optimization level. The second

is an implementation of a prior dynamic version selection

scheme [8], which uses locality-based prediction, working

as follows. During the initial several invocations of a func-

tion, the technique tries a different version at each invoca-

tion. By comparing the running times of the several invo-

cations, it selects the version with the shortest running time

and uses that version for a number of upcoming invocations

of the function. For better adaptation, the sampling of differ-

ent versions happen periodically. We experiment with four

sampling period lengths: 6, 12, 24, and all invocations.

We next report our findings on six utility applications.

They mostly come from real-world applications with thou-

sands or hundreds of thousands of lines of source code. They

are representatives of the domains ranging from natural lan-

guage processing, program compilation, scripting language

interpretation, to data mining. One of them, DataMine, is a

CPU-GPU mixed program and has some special aspects for

version selection. We postpone it to the end of our discus-

sion. In the experiments, we focus on only one or several

major functions that consume a significant part of the total

running time of the program. The reported performance is

the average of five runs on the Xeon E5310 machine with

GCC 4.4.1 installed. Figure 11 summarizes the result.

Sleator-Temperley Link Parser v2.1 (Parser) According

to SPEC2K web site, this program is a syntactic parser of

English, based on link grammar with about 60000 word

forms. It has 11,391 lines of C code. We use its batch-

processing mode, in which, an input contains a number of

sentences for parsing. Different sentences trigger different

behaviors of the functions in the program. The three train-

ing files we use each contain 2, 5, 20 sentences respec-

tively; although the sentences in one file are of similar length

and complexity, the sentences in different files differ signifi-

cantly. The testing input we use consists of 10,000 sentences

of various length and complexity.

The parsing of one sentence goes through a few stages.

The correlations we find are between loops in the first stage

and those in the other stages. The dynamic version selec-

tion is on these later stages. The correlation-based prediction

yields 89% average prediction accuracy on the signatures.

Because finding the version with the closest signature is a

qualitative problem, version selection has a quite large error

tolerance. The prediction gives a perfect version selection



accuracy, producing a speedup of as much as 17.7% com-

pared to the best static compilation result. In comparison,

the locality-based dynamic version selections fail to find the

best versions at more than half of the invocations, producing

10.9% speedup.

GNU Compiler Collection v3.2 (GCC) As a widely adopted

compiler, GCC, written in 517K lines of code, takes C or

C++ source code as its input and compiles the contained

functions one by one. The compilation of different functions

may trigger the invocations of different procedures in GCC

and stimulate different behaviors of GCC. The three training

inputs we use consist of loop-intensive, branch-intensive,

and straight-line code respectively. The test input contains

40,299 lines of C code with 322 functions of various kinds.

The compilation of a function goes through a number of

compilation passes. The correlations we find are between

the loops in the earlier passes and later passes. The accuracy

for function signatures is 90% and the best version can be

found for 93% of all invocations. The resulting speedup is as

much as 9.4% over the static compilation result, 4.4% more

than the locality-based dynamic version selections.

SQL Database Engine SQLite v3.7.9 (Sqlite) Sqlite is one

of the most widely deployed SQL database engines in the

world [1]. It has 110K lines of C code. We use three types of

“select” queries as training inputs, with some containing a

simple single selection condition, some containing multiple

conditions with “AND” and “OR” relations, some contain-

ing conditions involving numerical comparison and compu-

tations. The differences in the three types of queries trigger

the invocation of different parts of Sqlite. As a result, the

three versions produced by the feedback-driven compilation

of GCC are quite different from one another, each suiting

one type of the queries much better than the others and the

statically optimized version. Compared to the statically opti-

mized version, the three versions show 34–65% speedup on

the corresponding types of queries.

The query file for testing consists of 10,000 queries with

all three types of queries included. The sequence prediction-

based dynamic selection is able to choose the best versions

for all the queries, producing an average speedup of as much

as 52%, 12% more than the locality-based version selection.

Bzip2 v1.0.3 and Sphinx-3 Bzip2 is a widely used data

compressor in 8,293 lines of code. Its inputs may be files

of different kinds. We use an image, a novel, and a set

of XML files as training inputs to create three versions.

We use a file in rich format containing all three kinds of

content as the testing input. Our version selection focuses on

a buffer compression function. The locality-based selection

give similar performance as our approach, both less than

1.8% away from the static optimization result. We find that

even the perfect version selection gives only 2% speedup. An

analysis of the source code shows that the program separates

the input into equal-sized buffers. The compression on the
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Figure 11. The performance brought by locality-based and

correlation-based version selection. Baseline is static opti-

mization result.

buffers behave quite similarly, regardless the type of input,

hence the insignificant speedups. Sphinx3 is a widely known

speech recognition system with 23K lines of code. It shares

similar properties as Bzip2, showing insignificant speedup

in all cases.

Customer Relationship Management (DataMine) DataMine

is a program we derived for customer relationship manage-

ment. Figure 2 (a) has outlined its code skeleton. It uses K-

means to cluster customers into a number of groups. It then

loads the customer activities if necessary and processes the

customer information of each group to extract some high-

level knowledge about the customer group.

The version selection for this program differs from the

other applications we have described. This program is in-

tended to run on heterogeneous computing systems. It comes

with two versions of the central workload-handling function

process(), one for CPU, the other for Graphic Processing

Units (GPU), determined by the boolean variable bUseGPU.

The dynamic version selections try to select the appropriate

version for each invocation of the function. The selection

mainly depends on the amount of computation involved in

the workload handling, determined by the size of the cluster

but also the fraction of the customers in the cluster that have

subscribed the web service for more than 12 months. The re-

lation between the amount of computation and the best ver-

sion to use has been determined through offline profiling.

The detected correlations are between the loops in the

clustering (including a loop in the loadActivity function) and

the loops in the core function process (CPU version). The

predicted signature of that function reflects the amount of

computation in the next invocation of the core function. The

test has 1000 clusters with size ranging from 15 to 354,286.

The accuracy of signature prediction is 100%, leading to

perfect version selection. The speedup is 8.5% over the all-

CPU execution and 7.6% over the all-GPU execution, sig-

nificantly outperforming all locality-based versions. (In Fig-

ure 11, the all-GPU is used as the baseline.)

Runtime Overhead The overhead of correlation-based

version selection consists of three parts: recording the trip-

count sequence pattern parameters of some predictor loops,
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Figure 12. Prediction of the importance of loops.

applying the offline built models (a linear function or a

several-level decision tree) to produce the predicted trip-

count sequence of the target loops, and reducing the se-

quences to signatures. The second and third parts involve

only a few, simple calculations and have negligible overhead

compared to the large number of operations in the optimiza-

tion target. The amount of overhead of the first part depends

on the types of the predictor loops. If their sequences are

composed of primary patterns, only a few samples (i.e., trip-

counts) are sufficient for computing their pattern parame-

ters (e.g., two samples are enough for a linear pattern.) For

Class C3.1, however, the whole loop sequence needs to be

recorded. An important insight for minimizing the overhead

is that for predicting the correct version to use, it is usually

unnecessary to predict the trip-counts of all loops. We can

construct the signature by selecting only the loops that do

not need detailed instrumentation for prediction and mean-

while have large variances in their sequence values across

different runs.

3.2 Prediction of Loop Importance

In this experiment, we use the predicted behavior sequences

to estimate the importance of a loop in a run, which is

defined as its total trip count divided by the sum of all

loops’ trip counts. Such information is essential for guid-

ing loop optimizations to concentrate on important loops.

Meanwhile, as it reflects the relative frequency of different

memory references and functions, it is beneficial for guiding

prefetching and function inlining as well [2].

We compare three methods on all the manageable loops

(i.e., non-C3.3 loops.) The first computes the importance

directly from our predicted loop trip-count sequences. The

second is through a direct extension of locality-based pre-

diction. It computes the importance based on the first in-

vocations of all loops in the current execution. This exten-

sion maintains a prediction scope comparable with the other

two methods for fair comparison. The third is a pure offline

profiling-based approach, using the profiles in the test run

for estimation of real runs.

Our experiment uses all the C programs in SPEC CPU2006

that Section 2.1 has described. Figure 12 reports the estima-

tion accuracy on the ref runs of the benchmarks. The accu-

racy is defined as (1 −
∑

i(|m[i] − m′[i]|)/2), where, m[i]
and m′[i] are the real and predicted importance of the ith
loop. Division by two is to normalize the accuracy to the

range of 0–100%. The offline profiling approach is subject

to input sensitivity, hence showing the lowest accuracy. The

pure locality-based method achieves high accuracy on six

of the eleven benchmarks. On average, the sequence predic-

tion gives 98% accuracy, 17% higher than the locality-based

method and the profiling method.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have used loop trip-count sequences to

demonstrate the existence of inter-sequence correlations in

program dynamic behaviors, and showed the feasibility of

sequence prediction and its potential for program optimiza-

tions. Loops are among the most important constructs in pro-

grams. But there are many other kinds of program constructs

and behavior sequences, such as function return values, ref-

erenced memory addresses, data reuse distances, and so on.

The inter-sequence correlation study described in this pa-

per and the ensuing sequence predictor construction are po-

tentially extensible to these types of behaviors. They may

open up many new opportunities, not just for program-level

optimizations, but also for optimizations at other levels of

software execution stacks. At the Operating System level,

for instance, the enhanced scope, timing, and accuracy of

program behavior prediction may better reveal the resource

requirement of an application in its different phases, and

hence better guide resource provision in data centers [12]

and job (co-)scheduling on non-uniform or heterogeneous

architecture [28, 30]. At the architecture level, the predic-

tion may better help dynamic voltage scaling and cache par-

tition/reconfiguration to avoid local optimum traps with its

large prediction scope. We expect that the promising results

observed in this current work will help stimulate a broader

interest of the community in exploring and exploiting inter-

sequence correlations and sequence predictors in these other

settings.

Directly characterizing the data flowing into a function

may also help predict function behaviors, but automatically

doing so is difficult, subject to the complexity of data and

needs for domain knowledge. Correlation-based prediction

is a complement rather than replacement of locality-based

prediction. The latter is useful for refining prediction results

with local information. How to best combine them is worth

futher exploration.

5. Related Work

Program behavior prediction has been studied broadly. Ex-

amples include branch prediction [27], load value predic-

tion [4], and return value prediction [15, 21]. These pre-

dictors are typically based on the history instances of a be-

havior. Some consider only recent instances, such as the last



(N) value method [3, 20], stride method [10, 22]. Some con-

cern calling contexts, such as finite context method [11, 22].

Some further consider the arguments of functions, such as

parameter stride [15], memorization [21]. Some others com-

bine multiple types of predictors into one [5, 21]. They are

all based on locality of behaviors. There are some studies on

behavior histogram prediction [9, 29]. Although more com-

plex than an instance, a histogram differs from sequences in

that it has no temporal order.

Program phase prediction [23, 24] also tries to reveal

some large-scope behavior patterns. However, its goal is to

predict phase shift, rather than a behavior sequence. Phase

shift is one of the many patterns exploited in sequence pre-

diction. Some recent studies try to enable proactive behav-

ior prediction by drawing the heuristics from program in-

puts [25]. However, their prediction target is still one in-

stance of a behavior (e.g., the appropriate optimization level

of a Java method).

Recent years have seen a body of work that uses Ma-

chine Learning (ML) techniques to assist program optimiza-

tions. Examples include prediction of the optimization levels

for a Java method [6], prediction of suitable parallelization

schemes [26], and so on. This current work is complemen-

tary to these previous techniques. These studies typically

build predictive models mapping from program code fea-

tures (e.g., portions of various instructions contained) to op-

timization decisions, rather than exploit inter-sequence cor-

relations. We are not aware of a prior work in those stud-

ies that predicts large-scope behavior sequences. Such pre-

dictions are important for optimizations that rely on large-

scope, dynamic behaviors of a program. For instance, for the

dynamic version selection in Section 3.1, the suitable ver-

sions to use at an invocation of a function depends on how

it will run in that invocation rather than what code it con-

tains. The previous ML-based method [6] is not applicable

for such uses. On the other hand, the output from our se-

quence predictors may be used to enrich the feature vectors

used in constructions of ML-based optimization models, as

exemplified by our dynamic program version selection ex-

periment.

The correlation analysis of this current work is enlight-

ened by a previous study [16], which uses correlations to

predict average values of a behavior, rather than a sequence.

Their study is oblivious to the sequence complexities cov-

ered in this work. Some branch predictors use correlations

among branches. But the exploitation has been both im-

plicit and simple, in a manner that hardware can accommo-

date. And the prediction target is usually the next branch

rather than a large-scoped sequence of dynamic behaviors.

Some prior studies have used compression tools, such as SE-

QUITUR, for finding hot path or data streams [7, 18]. Hot

streams capture some often seen short sequences of discrete

events (e.g., variable c is likely to follow an access sequence

b d e), rather than large-scoped sequences of numerical be-

haviors (e.g., the loop trip-count sequences in this paper.)

Overall, we are not aware of a prior study that analyzes the

taxonomy of program behavior sequences, or systematically

exploits inter-construct correlations for large-scoped predic-

tion of a sequence of numerical program behaviors.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an exploration on inter-construct corre-

lations. It examines their existence, and creates the first hi-

erarchical taxonomy for categorizing behavior sequences. It

develops a new form of predictors, namely sequence predic-

tor, to translate the correlations into large-scoped, proactive

prediction of program behaviors. Experiments on loop trip-

count sequences demonstrate the strength of inter-construct

correlations, and the effectiveness of sequence predictors in

producing accurate prediction of behavior sequences. This

study concludes the broad existence of inter-construct corre-

lations, reveals their large values in enhancing program be-

havior predictors’ proactivity and scope, and demonstrates

the promise of sequence predictors in opening new opportu-

nities for program and system optimizations.
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